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College students’ social practice which is carried out effectively and actively, is 
a main approach to raise the practical ability, and an important bridge between 
campus and society for college students. However, there are many problems in the 
process of carrying out social practice, the core one is lack of actual effect. This 
thesis mainly discusses the topic of the actual effect of college students’ social 
practice and the meaning of the actual effect on college students’ social practice. And 
we get that the actual effect should be embodied in the improvement of the college 
students practical abilities, the core of which is the ability of organization and 
harmonization. In order to verify this assumption，the thesis firstly proves the 
important degree of every factor for actual effect about college students social 
practice though empirical investigation. Then we set an evaluation system. Finally, 
we put forward some strategies and suggestions. 
The main content of the thesis is comprised with three parts. Part one: 
Identification of problems——the lack of practical ability on college students have 
been an outstanding problem; Revealing the sources of the problem——the 
inadequate understanding of core ability constraints the improvement of practical 
ability; Solution——we set a system which evaluates the practical ability. Part two: 
In search of method——analyzing the degree of influencing factors based on 
Analytic Hierarchy Process(AHP); Survey design——design survey questionnaire 
for students, counselors who involved in social practical activities and experts on 
higher education; Implementation the survey——get 196 samples in all; Analyzing 
the survey results——set the evaluation system. Part three: Recommendations: 
Local government——develop supporting policies and implement the spirit of 
central files; Colleges and universities——provide relevant support and 
organizational guarantee; Practice units——establish the reception groups of social 
practice and cooperate actively; Practice teams——clear the target of social practice, 
plan overall, implement effectively, value the summary and propaganda; 
















Improving the actual effect of college students’ social practice is a long-term 
and arduous task, which requires full cooperation and coordination of researchers, 
college administrators, organizers on college students’ social practice, and people 
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第一章  绪论 
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有 6 部，硕士论文有 6 篇。在中国期刊网中输入“大学生”和“社会实践”，
以此为篇名、匹配精确进行查询，得到标题含有“大学生社会实践”的学术论
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